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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 

 

Subject information update 

We have amended the Study of the Historic Environment component of OCR GCSE History A (J410) to 
fix the site studied from June 2019 (Castles) and June 2020 (Urban Environments). 

Following consultation with and feedback from teachers, we are changing the way the Study of the 
Historic Environment will be assessed on GCSE History A. At the moment, the site to be studied 
changes each year of the qualification. From now on, candidates will study either Kenilworth Castle or an 
urban environment (South Shields in 2019 and Spitalfields from 2020 onwards). 

What this means is that teachers of the Castles option, who are already preparing candidates to be 
examined on Kenilworth Castle in 2019, will continue to prepare each cohort of candidates for an 
examination on Kenilworth Castle in all future examination series. 

For teachers of the Urban Environments option, they should continue preparing candidates to be 
examined on South Shields in 2019. For the June 2020 examination, and in future series, teachers 
should prepare candidates for an examination on Spitalfields. 

We hope these changes will make the Historic Environment component of the qualification more 
straightforward for teachers to plan and teach. The teachers’ site packs for Kenilworth and South Shields 
are already available on the website here: http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse/gcse-history-a-
explaining-the-modern-world-j410-from-2016/planning-and-teaching/ and a site pack for Spitalfields will 
be available in Spring 2019. 

The OCR set site will be reviewed after three years and may be subject to change. Each OCR set site 
will remain on the specification for a minimum of three years, unless the review process identifies a 
necessary change. If an OCR set site is to be changed and replaced with a new set site, centres will be 
notified in September two years prior to the examination being sat. 

If you have queries about any aspect of these changes, please contact the History Subject Advisors at 
history@ocr.org.uk 
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Paper J410/13 series overview 
This was the first examination of the new 9-1 Specification A Paper 3. The new paper was very different 
from what has gone before, both in terms of content studied and question styles. All British depth studies 
were taken from the pre-1750 period, whereas legacy British studies were all 20th century. Thus 
candidates faced the new challenge of working with a new period and, further still, sources from a new 
period. There was also a reduced focus on contemporary sources, with just two questions dedicated to 
this historical skill. There was also a new Study of the Historic Environment, with candidates in this unit 
being assessed on Framlingham Castle. 

Given such changes, centres should be congratulated for their work in supporting candidates. It was 
clear from the majority of answers that candidates had been well prepared and they were able to deploy 
their knowledge accurately, especially on the explain-type questions. 
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Section A overview 
It was clear that candidates had been well prepared for their depth study on Personal Rule to 
Restoration and knew what was expected. The overwhelming majority attempted to answer both of the 
questions. The range and quality of responses varied a huge amount. 

Question 1 

This was the least well answered question on the paper, with many candidates either misinterpreting the 
question or being unable to answer the question set, so instead answering a different one. The question 
asked why Parliament and the King were not able to reach a settlement between 1646 and 1648, and 
candidates needed to remain tightly focused on the specifics of this time period in order to achieve the 
higher levels. However, many candidates simply reverted to discussing the general tensions of the 
1630s and 40s about religion and money, and/or the causes of the civil war in 1642. Invariably these 
responses were rewarded no higher than Level 2. Stronger responses were able to discuss more 
precisely one or more reasons for lack of settlement in these years. The two most common reasons 
identified or explained were the divisions in Parliament; and Charles’ actions (either secret negotiations 
with the Scots or using delaying tactics/playing the factions off against one another). These answers 
were rewarded at Level 3 and above.  

Advice for Question 1 

This may well be an area of the specification that centres wish to return to in order to ensure that 
candidates are secure in their understanding of the chronology of the period, which might help them to 
see that the causes of the conflict in 1642 are not the same as the period targeted in this question. To 
tackle this period candidates needed to be secure in their knowledge of developments such as: 
factions within Parliament and their aims, the Newcastle Propositions, the Head of Proposals and the 
Second Civil War. It is also vital that candidates remained tightly focused on the precise question 
being asked.  
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Question 2 

This was a source-based question and it was clear that candidates were well prepared for it. There were 
very few who ignored the sources and just wrote a knowledge-based essay. The vast majority of 
candidates engaged with all three sources and attempted to relate them to the question being asked, 
which was very pleasing to see. Most candidates ended up being placed in Level 2 or Level 3 for using 
the content of one, two or three of the sources in a valid way to address the question of whether or not 
Cromwell was a popular ruler.  

Source A was the source most commonly not used in a valid way. Whilst many candidates were able to 
use the source to show that there were individuals or groups of people printing anti-Cromwell pamphlets, 
suggesting that he was not a popular ruler, many candidates ignored this and simply asserted that he 
‘must have been’ unpopular because he was acting in an authoritarian way because of his instructions to 
seize printing presses and break down people’s doors. However, candidates fared very well on the 
whole with Sources B and C, using the content of B to show Cromwell’s popularity because Parliament 
was thanking him for saving the country from the tyranny of Charles I, and Source C to show that 
Royalists were portraying him as being in league with the devil.  

The question also required candidates to consider how ‘convincing’ they found the sources in relation to 
the statement. Unfortunately, this was not successfully done by the majority of candidates, with many not 
even attempting to evaluate the evidence they were presented with. The bulk of attempts that were 
made fell back on simplistic comments about provenance, such as (with Source C), ‘it’s 
biased/unconvincing because it was produced by Royalists who were against Cromwell.’ There were 
also some candidates who used the sources as a ‘springboard’ for their knowledge and proceeded to 
recite general information about (for example) the rule of the Major Generals, sometimes where it was 
not relevant, and without using their knowledge to evaluate the source(s) in question.  

The most successful candidates examined the precise purpose or context of one or more of the sources 
in order to address the question of how convincing they were. Typically, these candidates argued that: 
Source B was less convincing because of Parliament’s purpose of flattering Cromwell in order to get him 
to accept their offer of the crown; that Source B was less convincing because of the composition of 
Parliament by that point (MPs sympathetic to Cromwell); that Source B was convincing because 
Cromwell’s military victories had won him great respect from Parliament; and that Source C was 
convincing because of its context (i.e. post-Restoration), because anti-Cromwell censorship (see in A) 
had now been lifted (although some argued that C’s context in fact made it less convincing because its 
author was trying to ingratiate himself with the new monarch). These responses were rewarded at Levels 
4 and 5. 
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Advice for Question 2 

Centres need to ensure that their candidates are familiar with handling sources from this time period 
and that they can use them as evidence in addressing a particular statement/question. Candidates 
would also benefit from more practice at evaluating how convincing evidence is, but a tailored 
approach is required here. Responses which evaluate sources in a generic way are unlikely to achieve 
the higher levels in this question. Getting candidates to consider things such as the context of each 
source, the purpose of its author(s), and the other sources in the collection (and critically what impact 
these factors may have in relation to the statement/question being asked), would be a good starting 
point.  
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Section B overview 
Again, it was clear that candidates were well prepared for the questions on Framlingham Castle and 
knew the history of the site well. Almost all candidates attempted both questions. 

Question 3 

Most candidates seemed to find this question quite straightforward. There was some impressive 
knowledge on display about the history of the site. It was pleasing to see that very few strayed out from 
the date range identified in the question. Some candidates limited themselves by not focusing closely 
enough on the changes to the castle (i.e. the fabric of the building) but instead spent too long discussing 
the history of the Bigod family generally, changes in ownership and description of events from the period. 
Such responses were usually rewarded at Level 2. More candidates were able to list changes to the 
building (e.g. features that were added during this period), or identify the nature of the changes that took 
place (e.g. the changes that took place were made to improve Framlingham’s defence). However, most 
candidates were able to reach Levels 4 and 5 because they organised their answer coherently, 
identifying the nature of or reason for a change, and then supporting this with valid examples. Most 
frequently credited were: the changes to the castle to improve it as a home/status symbol under Hugh 
Bigod (supported by examples such as the addition of the chapel, chamber block and Great Park); and 
the changes under Roger Bigod II which improved its defences (supported by examples such as the 
curtain walls, ditches, gatehouse and towers).  

Advice for Question 3 

A clear understanding of the chronology of the site really benefitted candidates here. Whilst it was 
clear that certain events and personalities (e.g. Hugh Bigod’s rebellion against Henry II in 1173 and 
John’s siege of the caste in 1216) had really gripped and engaged candidates, it is important that they 
are able to link such narratives to the site itself and the question being asked. The best answers were 
those that had clearly thought about how to structure their response and organised their answer 
coherently.  
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Question 4 

This question proved challenging for many candidates. This was a question about source utility and it 
was expected that candidates would make inferences from the sources about the period in question. 
Most valid inferences (credited at Level 3 and above) came from Source D, the most common ones 
being that we can learn about the castle being taken into ownership of the crown; and we can learn 
about the importance of the castle, given that the king had ordered its repair. Weaker responses lifted 
detail from the source and asserted its utility, e.g. ‘it’s useful because it shows us that Framlingham 
underwent repairs in 1310’ (Level 2), or made simplistic comments about the provenance of the source, 
e.g. it’s useful because ‘it’s an official document so we can trust it’ (Level 1). Some candidates incorrectly 
assumed that the source revealed that the castle had fallen into dereliction by the point. 

Fewer candidates were able to make a valid inference from Source E, but those that did typically 
commented on its utility for studying the changes that took place during this period which turned the 
castle into a prestige home under the Howard family. Most candidates pointed most often to the ornate 
brick chimneys. Other candidates pointed to how the Red House in the image points to the changing use 
of the castle by 1750. However, many candidates seemed to ignore the dates in the question and simply 
describe the castle’s location on a hill, arguing that the image was useful because it can tell us why the 
castle was built there, or why it was good for defence. This was not creditable as an inference about the 
period in the question. Happily, a minority of candidates limited themselves to undeveloped comments 
on provenance, e.g. ‘it’s a photo so it’s not from the right time period.’ 

Advice for Question 4 

Again, candidates need to make sure that they read the question carefully, particularly the specifics of 
the time period(s) involved, and ensure that the comments they make address the question being 
asked. Inference from sources is a difficult skill, and candidates might also benefit from practising with 
contemporary sources and being given prompts, e.g. asking candidates to consider whether particular 
sources could be used as evidence that the castle was important, valued or under threat. Or perhaps 
the sources might be useful as evidence about the running of the castle or the lives of the people in it. 
The sources might also provide evidence about the purpose or function of the castle and how that was 
carried out. Or the sources might provide evidence about changes in the castle. The guidance in the 
specification provides a helpful set of prompts to help candidates consider the ways in which sources 
might be useful as evidence. 
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Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Active Results offers a unique perspective on results data and greater opportunities to understand 
students’ performance. 

It allows you to:

• Review reports on the performance of individual candidates, cohorts of students and whole   
centres

• Analyse results at question and/or topic level

• Compare your centre with OCR national averages or similar OCR centres.

• Identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle and help pinpoint strengths and 
weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/

Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk 
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http://ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
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Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
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OCR Resources: the small print
OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

OCR acknowledges the use of the following content: 
Square down and Square up: alexwhite/Shutterstock.com

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2018 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office The 
Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA. Registered 
company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.
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